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Kangaroo Dreaming Colouring Challenge
Kangaroo Dreaming is a colouring challenge which is designed to encourage children and adults alike to use their mind and
creativity to put their own unique and artistic spin on a templated Aboriginal artwork. The Challenge is also designed to
teach you more about NAIDOC Week.
NAIDOC Week is an annual celebration held around the country, between July 4 -11. The seven day celebration recognises
the valuable contribution our Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have made, and their connection to land, sea and
culture. The week is a great opportunity to learn more about our First Nations people through a range of fun and educational
activities and programs.

What is this artwork, Kangaroo Dreaming, about?
Kangaroo Dreaming is created by Aboriginal artist, Thomas Smith, specifically for The Hills Shire Council, during NAIDOC
Week. The templated work is based off Mr Smith’s original painting, titled “Big Red”.
In this colouring challenge, Mr Smith has designed the background to signify where the Kangaroo roams. The larger circles
symbolise billabongs, also known as waterholes, where the Kangaroo drinks from. The small dots represent traditional
Aboriginal hunters. And the leaves have been designed to resemble gum leaves. Gum leaves come from a Gum Tree, also
known as a Eucalyptus Tree, which is synonymous with the Australian landscape.

What is the Dreamtime?
According to Aboriginal belief, all life as it is today - human, animal, bird and fish - is part of one vast unchanging network of
relationships that can be traced to the great spirit ancestors of the Dreamtime.
The Dreamtime continues as the “Dreaming” in the spiritual lives of Aboriginal people today. The events of the ancient era of
creation are enacted in ceremonies and danced in mime form. Song chant is often accompanied by the didgeridoo or clap
sticks and brings to life early times, and the power of the Dreamtime.

Who is Thomas Smith?
Thomas Smith is a descendant of the Biripi people, on the mid North Coast, and an accomplished painter and Australian Army
Veteran. Mr Smith has developed his own style in contemporary Aboriginal art/dot art, using acrylic paints. He uses bright
colours to depict the Australian outback, and his native area of Saltwater and the Manning Valley. Influenced by his Chinese
born wife, Rita, Mr Smith also developed an amazing skill in producing his own style of beautifully coloured Chinese works.
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